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1.  Objectives 

- Encouraging students to take market-relevant and innovative themes as subjects that are 

important for Blockchain developments. 

- Stimulate students to be aware of the impact of the results of their studies on the further 

professionalization and development of the interdisciplinary field around Blockchain. 

- Stimulate the wide(er) publicization of the achieved study results.  

- To promote familiarity with Blockchain.  

 2. Criteria  

- The prize is awarded to graduation theses on completion of an HBO or university education. 

- The thesis should be relevant and innovative for: the interests for further development of 

Blockchain (national and international); the application of Blockchain in general; the 

application of Blockchain in the Dutch market in the broadest sense, viewed from a Dutch 

perspective. 

- Thesis may be offered in both Dutch and English. 

- Every student in training in the Netherlands may submit a thesis. 

 3. Submission  

- The entry must meet the conditions set out in these regulations and will only be considered 

an entry after the Blockchain research group has tested it and declared it admissible. The 

entry will then be judged by the jury. 

- The thesis should be sent digitally (pdf) to j.veuger@saxion.nl.  

- The thesis should be accompanied by a written explanation with a maximum length of 500 

words, to be sent by the supervisor(s) of the educational institute or institution involved. This 

should also clearly state the reasons for the relevance of the thesis.  

- An entry can only compete once for the thesis prize.  

https://www.google.nl/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fecp.nl%2Fproject%2Fdutch-blockchain-coalitie%2F&psig=AOvVaw0REUw1e0EtayTzbPZHeJmQ&ust=1598109822029000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCLiw4ZfNrOsCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD


4. Procedure  

- The prize awarded relates to the previous academic year. A maximum of three theses will be 

nominated by the jury. A prize will also be awarded to the educational institution of the 

winning thesis. The prizes to be awarded are determined each year.  

- If there is reason to do so, it may be decided not to award a main prize and/or fewer 

nomination prizes.  

 5. Jury and assessment  

The jury is appointed by the research group Blockchain Saxion UAS and consists of a maximum of five 

experts. The jury can be assisted by external experts and external experts can be part of the jury. If a 

juror is directly involved in one of the theses submitted, the juror in question will not vote on the 

thesis(s) in question.   

The jury will evaluate the submissions:  

- The quality of the thesis in general in terms of breadth, depth, methodology, conclusions and 

recommendations;  

- the relevance for Blockchain research and education; 

- the importance of the study in question for the further professionalization of Blockchain; 

- the innovative aspects within the study conducted; 

- the method of presentation; 

- the originality.  

The jury consists of: 

Dr. Peter Verkoulen, coalition manager Dutch Blockchain Coalition 
Jolanda ter Maten MSc, international Blockchain Strategic Innovation Advisor and member EU 
 Blockchain Observatory 
Rutger Zuidam, Founder Odyssey.org 
Dr. Jan Veuger, lecturer Blockchain and chairman of the jury 


